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Bonnie Jean
24' (7.32m)   2002   Pursuit   2470
Solomons  Maryland  United States

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer: Pursuit
Engines: Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model: Cruise Speed:
Engine HP: Max Speed:
Beam: 8' 6" Cabins/Heads: /
Max Draft: " Fuel Type: Gas/Petrol
Water: 20 G (75.71 L) Fuel: 125 G (473.18 L)

$39,000
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Data Sheet

Category: Walkarounds
Condition: Used
Model Year: 2002
Beam: 8'6'' (2.59m)
(0.00m)
Min Draft: 1' 6'' (0.46m)
LOA: 24' 7'' (7.49m)

Fuel Type: Gas/Petrol
Hull Material: Fiberglass
Hull Shape: Deep Vee
Hull Finish: Gelcoat

Dry Weight: 3800 lbs
Fuel Tank: 125 gal (473.18 liters)
Fresh Water: 20 gal (75.71 liters)
HIN/IMO: SSUW4476F102

Engines/Generators
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Summary/Description

The same family has loved and cared for her since new. They replaced the engine with a new Yamaha 250 outboard in
2016 and she should have less than 300 hours on her.

Pursuit 2470

The Pursuit 2470 Walkaround features an innovative deckplan and sleek features that make her both attractive and
functional. Featuring a hardtop liner, a backrest for the aft port seat, exceptional storage, a livewell, and insulated fish /
cooler boxes, this flexible boat is ready for practically anything. Its unique hull design and legendary construction allow
the boat to plane quickly, as well as providing a smooth, dry ride. A spacious cabin adds to her flexibility, with
comfortable accommodations for two. Other standard features include a 20-gallon freshwater supply, a portable head,
two opening portlights with screens, and an interior lighting package.

Mechanical and electronics
A new 250HP Yamaha 4 stroke engine was put on in 2016. Owner claims she has low hours and should be under
300 hours.
Furuno GPS plotter and depth
Recessed Trim tabs
2 batteries (3 yrs old)
Battery switch
Hydraulic steering
16" steering wheel
12V electrical panel with breakers
Automatic bilge pump
Foam flotation
USCG and international lighting

Hull and Deck
Self-draining cockpit
Stainless steel bow rail
Hardtop
Four 8" stainless steel mooring cleats
Two 8" spring cleats
2 Adjustable pedestal seats
Recessed walkaround forward
Safety glass windshield with side ventilation and grab rail
Forward Rode/anchor locker w/overboard drain
Forward deck hatch with screen
Transom door
Companionway hatch with door
Bow anchor sprit with roller
Combing bolsters port and starboard

Interior
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Comfortable V-berth with accommodation for two
Two opening aluminum port lights with screens
Interior lighting package
Mold and mildew resistant fabric on hull and headliner
Portable marine head
Stainless steel sink

Fishing gear
Rod racks in cockpit
four stainless steel rod holders
Two insulated boxes under seats for storage and live well
Rod holders on hard top
Aft bench seat

Addition from owner

Fishing rods and tackle can convey if wanted along with a knee board and tow tube.
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